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Chapter 1 System Overview
Thank you for purchasing Infrared RF Vaccum Roller Slimming
Machine(NBW-VSIII).Our machine is with good quality and high
performance,which will surely bring you reliable function and considerable
profits.
This part is an overall description of NBW-VI3 machine.

Note:The operation or maintenance personnal of the system must read this
manual carefully before operating.

1-1 Machine Introduction

Infrared RF Vaccum Roller Slimming Machine is a super device,which gathers
the technology of vaccum negative pressure, mechnicle rolling and skin
folding,applying to all parts of body of shaping and wrinkle reduction.

The machine is contolled by computer,mainly composed of the host,the
control board and treatment handles.
The operation and control parts of the machine located inside the host,the
build-in integrated controller continously monitors the operation of
equipment.
Control system includes a touch screen,handles,key switch and emergency
stop switch.

1-2 Machine Application

Skin relaxation&rejuvenation
Body sculpting
Fat melting
Wrinkle reduction

1-3 Treatment Parameters

RF:1-60 J/cm²adjustable
Vacuum:1-8 level adjustable
IR:0-20 w adjustable
Suck:1-8 seconds adjustable
Release:0.5-1 second adjustable
Rev:0-5 rpm adjustable



Chapter 2 Safety

2-1 Electrical and Mechnicle Safety

In order to ensure users’ safety,our machine strictly implement the
national standard GB9706.1-2007.
The operating system needs a voltage of AC220V or AC110V depend on
your customization.The maximum input current should be less than 10A.
The machine is equipped with automatic leakage protection.When
leakage occurs,the machine will be automatically power off to protect the
system.
Here is the off state：

Lift the button up(as below),the machine will work again.



2-2 Movement and Transportation Safety

Long distance is not allowed for users since there are lots of precision
parts in the machine.During transportation,the cushion package provided
by origianal factory must be used,otherwise it will affect the normal use of
the machine.

2-3 Warnings

※Non-professionals are not allowed to enter to the treatment room.
※Ensure the present staffs are familiar with the operating system.
※Do not place the machine in inflammable and explosive areas or other
insecure locations

Note:The operating system is provided with a standard power cord of
corresponding country.Please be sure if your power socket with a
protective grounding line.



Chapter 3 System Description

3-1 Main Parts

Middle vacuum roller handle

small RF handle

cavitation handle

key switch

big vaccum roller handle

touch screen

emergency stop

handle holder



3-2 Parts Description

leakage protector

air filter

power interface

handle connector



Touch screen:show and adjust the parameter of the operation system
Emergency stop:off the power in emergency conditions
Key switch:start or shut down the machine
Four treatment handles:do the treatment for customers
Power cord:supply power for the machine
Fuse:circuit protection
Rubber gasket:to prevent air leakage
Frame and related parts:support the handles
Eye patch:wear when do eye treatment



Ours The Others

3-3 Product Advantages

※Bigger power supply and more comfortable experience.

※Bigger air pump,more air flow and more extraordinary feeling.

※Precision parts from Japan, South Korea and Taiwan,China.

※Creatively combine negtive pressure technology with 40k cavitation,which
improves the therapeutic effectiveness.
※Four handles perfectly satisfy all parts of the body.
※No surgery,no invasive wound and no risk of infection,totally safe.



Chapter 4 Installation

4-1 Installation Principles

※The system can be installed in hospitals,medical clinics and beauty
salons.Little preparation is needed before installation.When you purchase our
company machines,you can enjoy our free installation and commissioning
services from us.
※Before unpacking the machine,you should check if the accessories are
complete.
※Parts from other company machines can’t be installed.Please keep it an
appropriate distance from other objects.

4-2 Installation Steps
(1) Carefully open the package of machine and place it in a pre-selected place.
(2)Handle bracket installation.Please search the web:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOye_Trz0xs
(3)Please place the handles in fixed positions.The positions of the handles can’t

be changed.Small RF handle inserts into A port. Middle RF handle inserts into B port.
Big RF handle inserts into C port. Cavitation handle inserts into D port.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOye_Trz0xs


(3)Plug in the power cord and lift up the leakage protector.

B port

D port

A port

C port



(4) Insert the key turn it on and release the emergency stop button.



Chapter 5 System Operation

5-1 , Operation Interface Instruction

Start the key to the right.The whole machine starts working.The touch screen
will be same as Pic 1,which shows four differenrt handles.

Pic 1
Differernt handles play in different parts of the body.If you want to do face
and eye treatment,you can click the first handle and the interface will be the
same as Pic 2.

Pic 2

If you want to back to original interface like Pic 1,just click .And if you

want to do eye treatment,click beside the“Eye”.Then Pic 3 will show up.



Pic 3

The treatment time is fixed 60 minutes.The other treatment

parameters can be adjusted by and . can just be used with the

big RF handle. can’t be used with cavitation handle.

refers to the rolling direction with big RF handle.

When you click ,the handle will work.And the parameter can be
adjusted in the work state too.
Pressure detection is linked to the intensity when you turn it on

like .When you turn it off like ,no matter what intensity
is,the suction will work.

If you want to back to the body interface like pic 2,please click .

If you want to back to the original interface like pic 1,please click .

5-2 Note & Caution:

1) Before the operation, please confirm the following information:
Check all the connection of the system, after these steps, switch on the system.
2) Too much massage cream or oil may cause occlusion of air channel.

5-3 Operation processes

5-3.1 Treatment Operation processes
1) Preparation
 Cleanser, massage oils / cream or slimming oils, Alcohol Cotton



 Preparation before operation
For the first-time of customers, before treatment, introduce the use range,

treatment feeling and contraindications
 Before treatment, within a week without taking steroids ( prednisone,

stuffed pink )
 Measurements and documented for each customer
 Customers are requested to remove all kinds of metal objects ;

2) Operation processes
1. Clear the treatment area
2. Put oils on the treatment area
3. Open the machine, adjust the parameter and energy
4. Treat following the instruction

3), Operation tips:
When operation, keeping asking customers’ feeling, observe the reaction of
the skin to check if it will be reddish and feeling of fever, according to the
customer's reaction to adjust the appropriate parameters and energy, and
determine if the treatment area needs repeated operations; parameters can be
reduced at the thinner parts of the skin tissue .

5-3.2 Side effect and contraindication

1. Since the system transfers Radio-frequency current and works on the skin,
temporarily slight blushing on epidermis will happen during the treatment. So
every treatment must have five days interval to accept another treatment.
2. Since the system can promote the metabolism of fat tissue and the fat cell
will be absorbed the lymphatic system, The increasing of emiction will happen
after whole comfortable treatment.
The treatment is comfortable; it feels like a warm deep tissue massage for
most patients.

5-4 Turn off

Press the “Standby”, change the work status from “Ready” to “standby”. Press
the key switch to turn off the machine.
Clean the treatment handle
The treatment handle should keep clean at all times and clean it after each
patient.
To clean treatment handle, first dry it with a lint-free cloth, then let it dry
thoroughly.



Chapter 6 Specifications

Screen 10.4 inch color touch screen

Handle number 4 heads available

Handle screen 2.8 inch&3.5 inch

Handle action area

4.5mmx9mm、9mmx13mm、

16mmx25mm(small handle)
30mmx44mm(mid handle)
40mmx66mm(big handle)

90mmx120mm(cavitation handle)

Vacuum 10kpa-75kpa

Pulse width 1s-8s

IR wavelength 940nm

Ultrasonic frequency 40kHz

RF frequency 1MHz

Power supply AC220V，50Hz/AC110V，60Hz



Chapter 7 Treatment

7-1 Principle of treatment

By changing the polarity of the electricodes of the organism tissue 10

million times in 1 second, the10mhz bipolar high-frequency can heat the fat

tissues in the layer 0.5-1.5cm under the skin to strengthen the spreading of

the oxygen molecule, which can increase the exchange of the material of the

cells and speed up the fat metabolism.

By heating up the fat tissue under the skin without hurting the epidermis

layer, the 500-2000nm wavelength infrared light can decrease the size of

fat cell and redistribute the water and glycerin.

By increasing the blood supply of the fat tissue, The Rolling vacuum

massage can strengthen the release of the enzyme to speed up the fat

metabolism.

By permeating epidermis and taking effect on the collagen-rich dermal

tissue directly which makes water molecules in the skin move to and fro

wildly, the high frequency wave, working together with rolling vacuum

massage, can improve blood circulation and increase the oxygen in the

targeted blood area, which makes the lymphatic system remove the waste

and cure the fibrosis cellulite.

The infrared light can heat up the fibroblast of the connective tissue to

acclerate the collagen and elastic fiber renascence.



7-2 Indications

Fat burning and body shaping --narrow the size of the buttocks and

thighs, reduce abdominal fat and body-firming.

Cellulite removal --the treatment is suitable for all kinds of skin color to

remove the undesired fat and cellulite on the skin.

Wrinkle removal--Wrinkle firming for face and eye, eliminate dark circles
and improve eye pattern , eye bags and so on.

7-3 Contraindication

1. The person who has heart disease is installed arrhythmia regulator.

2.

Pregnant
3. The treatment area had been injected artificial fillers, such as silica gel, etc.

4. Diabetes and malignant tumor patient

5. History of Keloid Scanning

6. The person who has allergy to radio frequency not suitable for other reasons

7. If there is wound in the targeted area and the patient who are using
anticoagulant medicine, it is not allowed to accept the treatment.

7-4 Treatment
According to the clinical data, the initial series consists of 10 treatments are
performed every 5 day. Each treatment needs 45-60 minutes long for whole
body , and 10 minute for part treatment. Usually it only needs 4 weeks to see
obviously result. But it is suggested to finish all the treatments.

If necessary, extra treatment is acceptable to the patients after 3 months

interval. But if diet habit of patients is in bad controlling, extra treatment is

needed after 1 month interval.

7-5 Post treatment care
1. Temporary congestion and swelling in the treated area will happen and
continue for only several hours, which cause by the acceleration of blood
circulation. It is normal reaction after treatment and no need to be treated
specially.



2. Since the system combined the infrared light and radio frequency, the
heavily sun bath is strictly forbidden. At the same time, the protective and
moisture care is necessary during the treatment.

3. Since the system can promote the metabolism of fat tissue and the fat cell
will be absorbed the lymphatic system, the increasing of emiction will happens
after whole comfortable treatment.

4. After treatment, do not clear the treatment using cold water within 8 hours

(except face).

Chapter 8 Operation Guide

8-1 Body operation instruction

8-1.1 Abdomen & waist

Body operating Efficacy: tighten (abdomen, back, waists, legs, arms), shaping;

body parts including liposuction body sculpting). 4-5 days a time, 10 times as

a course

Picture 1 measure waistline before treatment Picture 2

1) Operation methods
a)Measure waistline before treatment, take belly button as the center,
measure the waistlines at 3cm, 6cm above belly button, and waistlines 3cm,
6cm below belly button,
and the waistline at the belly button level, write down the records.

b)Take belly button as the center, make a cross to divide the abdomen as 4
parts (see Picture 2)



c) Please make sure the treatment head close the skin very tightenly before
press the button on the treatment head. The machine will work once you
press the button and it will stop working if you press it again.

d) Please keep asking the client’s feeling during treatment, and observe
whether there is red slightly, so that you can decide where you need to treat
again.

Picture 3 Operation methods

Skills: take belly button as center, make a cross to divide the abdomen as 4

parts (see Picture2). Treat one area first, then treat another until four

areas are treated once time separately, then do like that again and again

so that all areas in abdomen are heated equally and get better results.

8-1.2 Operation on Legs and Arms

1) Legs

Do it from the leg root, up to down, make sure that the handpiece head fully

touched with the skin and vacuum is on, then straight line down(showed as

Picture 4). Do this from left to right, first the outer thigh then the inner thigh.

As sensitive area, inner thigh is very easy to warm up, so it will be normal that

the skin become reddish, it is normal. The operator should try to make the

customer feel comfortable.



Picture 4 Leg Picture 5 Arm

2) Arms: Linear vacuum operation (as Picture.5); first the outer arm, then

the inner arm. Please make the customer feel comfortable on the

Arms sensitive area.

8-1.3 Operation on face and neck

Facial operation

1. Applications

1) Face lift, skin tighten, wrinkle removal, fine lines smooth. Once a week on

face, 10 times one course.

2) Forehead, cheekbone, chin area is sensitive and with thinner fat layer

and curves, so please use lower RF energy and vacuum (1-2 level is ok).

2. Operation steps

a) Clean skin(do exfoliator if necessary)

b) Evenly smear the operation area with thin essential oil or massage oil.

c) First the cheek, then forehead, then upper lip.

1）Operation method as the following Picture.

Picture 1

Step one: Direction lift

A. lift along the skin texture (see Picture. 1), lift to after ears, before ears and



to temple as the three lines showed on cheek in the Picture.
B.Use one hand lift the skin, make it smooth and let handpiece head move on
it. Thus skin can fully enjoy the RF heat and stimulates the production of
collagen, so it can get better result.

C. Do it 2-3 times on face.

Step two: Refined treatment
You can do it several times on those wrinkle area, such as laugh lines,
forehead wrinkle, coarse pore area.
1) Effective features

a) Face Reddish, slightly heat feeling

b) slightly wrinkle reduction

c) Facial slightly tighten

Neck

1) Application

Neck skin lift, tighten and wrinkle removal;

Once in a week, ten times for a course.

2) Operation steps

a) clean the neck skin

b) Evenly smear the operation area with thin essential oil or massage oil.

c) Do it as Picture. 2 Operation method

Straightly up lift. With one hand lift the skin will get better result. Do the

whole neck 2-3 times.

Picture 2



Chapter 9 FAQs

Who would be an ideal candidate for this treatment?

The treatment is recommended for normal to overweight patients who suffer

from unsightly cellulite in the pelvic region, around the hips, abdomen, or

lower limbs. For optimized results, these patients should also be committed to

maintaining a healthy lifestyle. The treating clinician has the final

determination for choosing the best candidates for the treatment.

Howmany treatments needed?

For body and limbs, 8-10 treatments each session, each 4-5 days for one

treatment, 30 minutes each treatment.

For face, 10 treatments one session, once a week, 15-20 minutes each

treatment.

For eye wrinkle, 10 treatments one session, once a week, 15 minutes

each treatment.

How long the results will last?

We recommend 10 treatments as a session, there will be improvements

differently after each treatment. Results can last up to a few years depending

on age, lifestyle and hormonal changes, maintenance sessions are

recommended to extend the effect of the results, we recommend once a

month after desired results have been obtained. 1-5cm will be reduced on

thighs, 2-6cm on abdomen and waists.

How is the feeling during treatment?

The feeling is similar to massage, the client feels comfortable.



What will happen after treatment?

1) Urinary output will be increased.

2) feel thermal for 30minutes to an hour

What should be noticed after treatment?

Please avoid sunbath and tanning treatment.

Who can operate this machine?

Any trained operator can use it.

Applications

1) Neck lift, face lifting, improve crow’s feet, dark circles, eye bags, etc.

2) Cellulite reduction for arms, legs, back, waists, abdomen.

3) Body shaping after childbirth

4) Striae gravidarum reduction

What are the contraindications ?

There are no major contraindications for the treatment. For patients with

pacemakers/defibrillator, pregnant or nursing or severe health problems, it is

recommended to defer to their physician prior to commencing treatment.

Chapter 10 Maintenance&After Sale Service



10-1 Replace the FuseWire

Turn off all power switch and unplug the power cord.Open the fuse holder
with a small slotted screwdriver.And then take out the old fuse and put in a
new one which we prepare for you in your accessory bag.
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